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ABSTRACT

The net shortwave radiative impact of aerosol on simulations of two shallow marine cloud cases is
investigated using a Monte Carlo radiative transfer model. For a shallow cumulus case, increased aerosol
concentrations are associated not only with smaller droplet sizes but also reduced cloud fractions and cloud
dimensions, a result of evaporation-induced mixing and a lack of precipitation. Three-dimensional radiative
transfer (3DRT) effects alter the fluxes by 10%–20% from values calculated using the independent column
approximation for these simulations. The first (Twomey) aerosol indirect effect is dominant but the de-
creased cloud fraction reduces the magnitude of the shortwave cloud forcing substantially. The 3DRT
effects slightly decrease the sensitivity of the cloud albedo to changes in droplet size under an overhead sun
for the two ranges of cloud liquid water paths examined, but not strongly so. A popular two-stream radiative
transfer approximation to the cloud susceptibility overestimates the more directly calculated values for the
low liquid-water-path clouds within pristine aerosol conditions by a factor of 2 despite performing well
otherwise, suggesting caution in its application to the cloud albedos within broken cloud fields. An evalu-
ation of the influence of cloud susceptibility and cloud fraction changes to a “domain” area-weighted cloud
susceptibility found that the domain cloud albedo is more likely to increase under aerosol loading at interme-
diate aerosol concentrations than under the most pristine conditions, contrary to traditional expectations.

The second simulation (cumulus penetrating into stratus) is characterized by higher cloud fractions and
more precipitation. This case has two regimes: a clean, precipitating regime where cloud fraction increases
with increasing aerosol, and a more polluted regime where cloud fraction decreases with increasing aerosol.
For this case the domain-mean cloud albedo increases steadily with aerosol loading under clean conditions,
but increases only slightly after the cloud coverage decreases. Three-dimensional radiative transfer effects
are mostly negligible for this case. Both sets of simulations suggest that aerosol-induced cloud fraction
changes must be considered in tandem with the Twomey effect for clouds of small dimensions when
assessing the net radiative impact, because both effects are drop size dependent and radiatively significant.

1. Introduction

The radiative forcing of climate by shallow cumulus
clouds is significant, given a 25% frequency of occur-
rence and 12% cloud fraction over ocean as estimated
by human observers (Norris 1998). The cloud response

to aerosol is climatically important (e.g., Lohmann and
Feichter 2005), but many aerosol indirect effects
(AIEs) remain poorly characterized. Large-scale sur-
face- and satellite-based observational studies provide
detailed information useful for quantifying the net ra-
diative effect; however, such studies show apparently
conflicting results. For example, an increase in cloud
fraction and cloud liquid water path in the presence of
aerosol has been observed (e.g., Kaufman et al. 2005;
Norris 2001) but other satellite remote sensing studies
show that cloud fractions and liquid water paths can
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decrease as well as increase (Han et al. 2002; Matheson
et al. 2005), or just decrease (Matsui et al. 2006) with
increased aerosol concentrations. The discrepancies
may reflect effects from meteorology as well as aerosol.
Particularly for shallow marine cumuli, however, the
challenges in the satellite remote sensing of these
clouds of small dimensions, variable cloud optical
depths, and low cloud-top heights (e.g., Genkova et al.
2007; Wielicki and Parker 1992; Zhao and Girolamo
2006) also confuse the interpretation of results. Finally,
it is also important to differentiate between the corre-
lations shown in these studies and the more elusive
causal relationships.

Another approach is to use observed or modeled
properties of polluted and pristine clouds and model
the radiative change associated with particular aerosol
indirect effects. One such study found that soot-
polluted clouds were ultimately less reflective than pris-
tine clouds despite a smaller droplet size (and similar
cloud liquid water paths) because of reduced cloud cov-
erage (McFarquhar et al. 2004). The authors attributed
this to the absorption of solar radiation by soot, also
known as the semidirect effect (Ackerman et al. 2000).

An aerosol–cloud interaction wherein increased
(nonabsorbing) aerosol concentrations not only in-
creased cloud optical depths but also decreased cloud
fractions and decreased cloud horizontal dimensions
has been identified by Xue and Feingold (2006, here-
after XF06) and Jiang et al. (2006). The simulations
exhibit a positive evaporation–entrainment feedback
whereby latent cooling associated with small-drop
evaporation strengthens a horizontal buoyancy gradi-
ent that fosters more mixing of dry air into the cloud,

leading to more evaporation. Simulations from XF06
done at different aerosol concentrations are shown in
Fig. 1. Drizzle suppression is evident as increased cloud
liquid water paths at the higher aerosol concentrations
(Fig. 1b), but even at the lowest aerosol concentration
only 10% of the clouds are drizzling (and only toward
the end of the simulation). The hypothesized increase
in cloud fraction (Albrecht 1989) is not evident in these
simulations.

Similar simulations of stratiform cloud overlying cu-
mulus (Xue et al. 2007, hereafter XFS07) are briefly
summarized in Fig. 2. These show a more complex re-
sponse to aerosol; while increased aerosol loading un-
der clean conditions increases cloud fraction, at higher
aerosol number mixing ratios (�Na � 100 mg�1, i.e.,
roughly equivalent to 100 cm�3), increases in aerosol
result in a decrease in cloud fraction. Both the cloud
and domain-mean liquid water paths decrease mono-
tonically with increased aerosol loading. Despite the
decrease in liquid water paths, the cloud and do-
main-averaged optical depths increase monotonically
with Na.

These simulations raise the question of the relative
importance on the radiative forcing and climate of the
aerosol effect on the cloud microphysics, versus the
aerosol effect(s) on cloud fraction, size, and morphol-
ogy (the macroscale properties). The cloud macro-
physical aspects have received less attention than the
microphysical aspect but have relevance for both cli-
mate modeling and interpretation of satellite data. For
both the XF06 and XFS07 simulations, increases in
aerosol are associated not only with changes in cloud
fraction but also in cloud morphology, with clouds be-

FIG. 1. (a) Cloud droplet concentration (black line; left-hand axis) and cloud effective radius (gray line; right-hand axis) as a function
of aerosol concentration. (b) Cloud (black) and domain-averaged (gray) LWP. (c) Cloud fraction using optical depths �0.001 (black;
based on Qext � 2) and LWPs �10 g m�2 (gray). (d) Cloud (black) and domain-averaged (gray) optical depth. All values (except aerosol
concentration) are shown as the mean of the last 4 h of each simulation, with bars indicating �1 std dev. Cloudy columns are defined
by cloud optical depth exceeding 0.001, excepting (c). This figure summarizes the BOMEX results shown in XF06.
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coming smaller but at times more numerous at the
higher aerosol concentrations. Most of the clouds have
horizontal dimensions less than 1 km, consistent with
observations of trade wind cumuli (Zhao and Di Giro-
lamo 2007), implying that three-dimensional radiative
transfer (3DRT) effects are potentially important; hori-
zontal photon transport can override the explicit con-
nection of the shortwave radiation field to the under-
lying cloud microphysics. The net cloud radiative im-
pact from the aerosol indirect effects is not intuitively
obvious without a full radiative transfer calculation.

A useful measure of a cloud’s sensitivity to modifi-
cation by aerosol is the cloud susceptibility S (Platnick
and Twomey 1994):

S �
�Acld

�Nd
�

lwc,h . . .
, �1�

where Nd is the cloud droplet number concentration,
Acld refers to the broadband cloud albedo, and all other
cloud properties such as liquid water content, cloud
depth, and cloud droplet size distribution width are as-
sumed held constant. The cloud susceptibility S has
been studied analytically to further understand the
cloud radiative response to modification by aerosol
(e.g., Feingold et al. 1997; Pincus and Baker 1994). In
addition, cloud susceptibility can be assessed from sat-
ellite reflectance data (Platnick and Twomey 1994) us-
ing a two-stream approximation to S under conserva-
tive scattering (Bohren 1980), as

So �
Acld�1 � Acld�

3Nd
, �2�

although accurate values of Nd are difficult to obtain.

Cloud susceptibility (S) is also potentially impacted by
3DRT effects; because of its usefulness both conceptu-
ally and as applied to satellite data, it is of interest to
determine the extent of the 3DRT effects, both on S
and So.

The first question this study seeks to address is the
following: How does aerosol affect the cloud- and do-
main-mean albedo for these cases; that is, what is the
overall radiative forcing associated with the micro-
physical and macroscale responses outlined above? The
second question is this: Instead of utilizing realistic ra-
diative transfer, could a computationally cheaper ap-
proximate radiative transfer calculation suffice in these
examples? The third question is this: even if three-
dimensional radiative transfer effects are significant for
the albedo, is the change in albedo with droplet number
concentration (S) equally affected by 3DRT effects?
Can S still be usefully approximated using So for these
clouds of small dimensions?

Below we examine two independent sets of simula-
tions to strive for breadth in our findings, but empha-
size that the results still only apply to these simulations.
The radiative transfer calculations are purely a postpro-
cessing effort, with no attempt made to incorporate ra-
diative feedbacks into the simulations themselves. Re-
sults based on the XF06 simulations are presented first,
and with more detail. The model output from the XF06
simulations is described in the next section along with
the aerosol and cloud radiative representation, and the
3DRT model. Thereafter we show the mean top-of-
domain albedo and fluxes for both the full (cloud �
aerosol) field and for the cloud properties alone. Sec-
tion 3b discusses the susceptibility of both the clouds-

FIG. 2. (a) Cloud droplet concentration (black line; left-hand axis) and cloud effective radius (gray line; right-hand axis) as a function
of aerosol concentration. (b) Cloud (black) and domain-averaged (gray) LWP. (c) Cloud fraction using optical depths �0.1 (black;
based on Qext � 2) and LWPs �10 g m�2 (gray). (d) Cloud (black) and domain-averaged (gray) optical depth. All values (except aerosol
concentration) are shown as the mean of the last 4 h of each simulation, with bars indicating �1 std dev. Cloudy columns are defined
by cloud optical depth exceeding 0.1, excepting (c). This figure summarizes the ATEX results shown in XFS07.
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only and the area-weighted domain-mean cloudy re-
gion for the XF06 simulation. Section 4 extends the
findings based on the XF06 simulations to the XFS07
cases, highlighting similarities and differences.

2. Data

a. Large-eddy simulation

The five cloud simulations were performed with
aerosol concentrations (Na) of 25, 50, 100, 450, and 2000
mg�1; here the units are treated identically to cm�3.
These included the same simulations used by XF06 and
an additional one at Na � 100 mg�1. The horizontal
domain size of the simulations was 6.4 	 6.4 km2, with
a vertical extent of 3.0 km and horizontal and vertical
grid spacings of 100 and 40 m, respectively. The model
dynamics were represented by an anelastic model de-
scribed by Stevens et al. (1999). The simulations were
based on a mean sounding from the Barbados Oceano-
graphic and Meteorology Experiment (BOMEX;
Holland and Rasmusson 1973). The simulations were
similar to those done for the fourth intercomparison
study of the Global Water and Energy Experiment
Cloud System Studies Working Group 1 (Siebesma et
al. 2003), but did not consider radiative effects and
large-scale forcings.

The simulated cloud fields contained a range of cloud
fractions, depths, and sizes that reflected both the in-
ternal dynamics and the aerosol response. Model out-
put was sampled every 5 min over the course of a 4-h
simulation. The mean radiative response was therefore
calculated by performing a radiative transfer calcula-
tion on each of 48 individual cloud field realizations at
each aerosol concentration, and computing the mean
value and standard deviation from these. In practice,
the cloud lifetimes of approximately 20 min (Jiang et al.
2006) provided an estimate of the autocorrelation scale
consistent with what was apparent from a time series of
the domain-mean cloud optical depths, and implied ap-
proximately 12 independent cloud field realizations per
simulation. The domain-averaged or cloud-fraction-
weighted cloud optical depth did increase with increas-
ing aerosol concentration (Fig. 1d). This implied that
the domain-mean cloudy albedo would only decrease
under increased aerosol loading if three-dimensional
radiative transfer effects associated with macroscale re-
sponses reduced the albedo more than the albedo in-
creased with domain-mean cloud optical depth.

b. Aerosol

Aerosol properties were held constant in time and
space for each simulation, with no sources or sinks.

Their activation to cloud droplets was based on the
calculated supersaturation and Kohler theory for am-
monium sulfate, with the total droplet number concen-
tration not allowed to exceed the total aerosol concen-
tration. The XF06 lognormal aerosol distributions had
a mean geometric radius of 0.1 
m and a geometric
standard deviation of 1.5, corresponding to an effective
radius of 0.15 
m. No giant cloud condensation nuclei
were included. For the purposes of radiative transfer
calculations, a particle density of 1.7 g cm�3 (Kiehl and
Briegleb 1993) was assumed along with a hygroscopic
growth factor of 1.7 (Charlson et al. 1992; Seinfeld and
Pandis 1998). This accounted for the growth in particle
size due to uptake of water vapor and may be an over-
estimate for ammonium sulfate (Kiehl and Briegleb
1993). In reality, particle growth varies as a function of
relative humidity so that there is a continuum from dry
aerosol to humidified haze particles, and finally cloud
droplets as the relative humidity increases and eventu-
ally reaches saturation (Charlson et al. 2007; Koren et
al. 2007). We made no attempt to account for these
effects. A complex index of refraction of (1.53, 0.0)
(Seinfeld and Pandis 1998) was used, for a single-
scattering albedo of 1.0 or no solar absorption. The
scattering phase function and volume extinction coeffi-
cient were determined through a Mie integration fol-
lowing Kiehl and Briegleb (1993).

The aerosol concentrations (Na) of 25, 50, 100, 450,
and 2000 cm�3 were distributed uniformly over the
model vertical extent of 3 km, approximately consistent
with the height of the trade wind inversion (Rauber et
al. 2007; Zhao and Girolamo 2006). The corresponding
optical depths of 0.00765, 0.0153, 0.0306, 0.1377, and
0.612 straddled satellite-retrieved aerosol optical
depths for marine shallow cumulus regions ranging be-
tween 0.02 to 0.24 with a mean of 0.085 (Kaufman et al.
2005). The calculated asymmetry parameter g value of
0.62 was intermediate to the values of 0.52 and 0.69
used by Charlson et al. (1992) and Kiehl and Briegleb
(1993) respectively. The direct radiative effect of aero-
sol was only accounted for in cloud-free areas, with the
aerosol assumed to be embedded within a cloud droplet
otherwise. Unactivated interstitial particles were ig-
nored.

c. Radiative transfer model

The radiative transfer model is the community
Monte Carlo (MC) model developed under the aus-
pices of the Intercomparison of Three-Dimensional Ra-
diative Transfer Codes project (Cahalan et al. 2005).
This model, released in July 2006, has been tested
against the other intercomparison project cases, while
this study represented one of the model’s first research
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applications. The radiative transfer calculation was
monochromatic and a wavelength of 0.64 
m was cho-
sen for this study. Boundary conditions were periodic
and a Lambertian surface albedo of 0.03 was assumed
(thus no sun glint). Calculations were done for an over-
head sun and at a solar zenith angle (SZA) of 60°; these
two angles encompass the range of 3DRT effects.1

Rayleigh scattering was not included, but this has no
impact on the cloud radiative forcing or susceptibility
calculations. Shortwave broadband values were esti-
mated using a top-of-domain 0.64-
m irradiance of
1622 W m�2 
m�1, a broadband solar flux of 1370 W
m�2, and a broadband gaseous attenuation of 20%, fol-
lowing McFarquhar et al. (2004). An independent col-
umn approximation (ICA) calculation was also done by
disallowing horizontal photon transport, forcing pho-
tons to remain within their cloud vertical column of
entry. Cloud geometry and internal optical variations
were still maintained.

The volume extinction coefficient calculation was
based on the full drop size information over 33 drop
size bins for the lowest Na BOMEX simulation (1.56

m � radius � 3.2 mm) and 25 drop size bins for all the
other BOMEX cases (1.56 
m � radius � 0.5 mm). All
of the XFS07 simulations relied on 33 drop size bins.
Several experiments were done to evaluate how much
of the drop size information was necessary to accurately
calculate the remaining radiative properties, namely
the extinction efficiency Qext(r), the single-scattering
albedo �(r), and the Mie scattering phase function P(r).
These three parameters only vary with the drop size
and are independent of the water mass; the optical
depth and volume extinction coefficient calculation al-
ways invoked a full summation over all the drops within
each grid cell and were done consistently for each cloud
field. Columns with optical depths greater than 0.001
constituted a cloud for this study. This definition ac-
knowledged the radiative impact of even small liquid
water amounts, and differed from that of XF06, who
used a liquid water path (LWP) threshold of 10 g m�2

to define cloud. Mean cloud fractions for all Na con-
centrations differ strongly between the two definitions
(22.7% versus 7.4%). Not only is there a large percent-

age of low liquid water clouds, but these dissipate pref-
erentially as Na increases (Fig. 1c).

The first and simplest “default” calculations assumed
an �(r) of 1.0, a Qext(r) of 2, and a Mie scattering phase
function appropriate for an effective radius re of 10 
m,
P(r � re � 10
m). Subsequent calculations used more
realistic radiative property estimates. These included
calculating values for �, Qext, and P appropriate to the
mean drop size associated with each Na (see Fig. 1a),
and, most explicitly, that corresponded to each grid
cell’s re.

The domain-average albedo differences calculated
using individual gridcell �, Qext, and P values; and �,
Qext, and P values based on the mean re for a given Na

were negligible. In contrast, the albedos calculated us-
ing �, Qext, and P values appropriate for the mean re at
each Na were 5%–10% relatively brighter at the two
most polluted simulations (Na � 450 and 2000 mg�1)
when compared to the initial “default” calculation, pos-
sibly because of a sharp increase in the value of Qext for
those drop sizes. Albedo values were unaffected by
these �, Qext, and P variations at the other three aero-
sol concentrations. On the basis of these experiments,
we elected to use the single-scattering albedo, Mie ex-
tinction efficiency, and Mie scattering phase function
appropriate for re of 3.3 and 5.1 
m for Na � 450 and
2000 mg�1, respectively, and otherwise relied on the
default calculations.

A total of 106 photons were applied to each calcula-
tion: these provide domain-mean and column fluxes ac-
curate to �0.1% and 6% respectively. The cloud-only
radiative contribution was estimated by subtracting the
area-weighted ICA-calculated aerosol radiative values
from the domain-mean value. This was more accurate
than relying on the cloudy-column fluxes, and retained
some of the 3DRT cloud influences on the aerosol al-
bedo (e.g., Wen et al. 2006, 2007), though neglected the
contribution from enhanced molecular scattering.

3. Results for shallow cumulus: BOMEX
simulations

a. Top-of-domain radiative forcing

Figure 3 shows the domain-mean albedo for the MC
and ICA calculations, for overhead sun and at a SZA of
60°. Contributions from both cloud and aerosol (and
the surface) are included. The aerosol-only contribu-
tion is also shown; this still includes the surface and is
inferred from the cloud-free pixels within the ICA cal-
culation, so that any 3DRT cloud brightening of the
aerosol albedo is not included. Under overhead sun the
MC domain-average albedo is less than that from the
ICA calculation at low Na (�10% relative difference),

1 Radiative smoothing, whereby photons travel horizontally to-
ward optically thinner regions, is most pronounced under over-
head sun. At larger solar zenith angles cloud fields become more
reflective partly because the cloud effective area increases when
the cloud sides become exposed to the sun, and because of radia-
tive roughening, a primarily single-scattering phenomenon
whereby cloud bumps help increase upward reflection. Modeling
studies have shown that these effects can be pronounced for
strongly broken cloud fields (e.g., Kite 1987; Pincus et al. 2005;
Várnai 2000; Welch and Wielicki 1984).
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even though two-thirds of the domain is cloud free (Fig.
1c). At the greater solar zenith angle, the MC domain-
mean albedo exceeds the ICA albedo by a �10% rela-
tive difference at the lower Na values. At the highest Na

more than one-half of the domain-mean albedo is ac-
counted for by just the aerosol.

The albedo values are shown translated into spectral
and broadband radiative forcing values in Fig. 4. These
values are calculated as the difference between the net
cloud � aerosol domain fluxes and clear-sky domain
fluxes, where only the surface albedo contributes to the
upward fluxes. The range in the broadband radiative
forcing under an overhead sun is over 80 W m�2 as a
function of Na, of which 55 W m�2 is from aerosol

alone. At the larger SZA, the range in the broadband
radiative forcing exceeds 200 W m�2, with approxi-
mately 180 W m�2 of it contributed by the direct aero-
sol radiative forcing.

Figure 5 shows the area-weighted cloud contribution
to the albedo (still including the surface albedo). The
standard deviations are 5%–10% of the mean values
(more if the area-weighted surface albedo contribution
is removed) indicating that variations in other variables
besides aerosol can easily mask an increase in area-
weighted cloud albedo from, for example, Na � 25 to
100 cm�3.

In these simulations, the cloud depth and horizontal
dimensions decrease with increasing Na (XF06). Except
for the direct impact on the cloud fraction, the cloud
morphological changes with Na do not appear to influ-
ence the ICA–MC albedo differences, however. The
ICA–MC albedo difference does not change much with
Na for the four cleaner cases, decreasing slightly at
Na � 2000 cm�3. The lack of importance of cloud mor-
phology is also captured by the gamma parameter
(�/�)

2, where � is the standard deviation in the cloud
optical depth values (Barker 1996; Chambers et al.
1997a). High gamma parameter values are associated
with increased 3DRT effects. The gamma parameter
varies little with Na in these simulations, even decreas-
ing slightly for the highest Na (not shown).

At the larger SZA, the MC–ICA difference de-
creases slightly more obviously with increasing Na (Fig.
5b). The effective cloud area experiencing direct solar
radiation is greater with a larger solar zenith angle than
under an overhead sun because the cloud sides also

FIG. 3. The MC (black), ICA (gray) domain-mean spectral
albedo (cloud and aerosol), and the area-weighted aerosol-only
albedo (dotted line) as a function of aerosol concentration for
(a) overhead sun and (b) a SZA of 60° for the BOMEX simula-
tions. Values shown are the averages of the last 4 h of the simu-
lation �1 std dev. Note the different scales for (a) and (b).

FIG. 4. The 0.64-
m spectral (left-hand axis) and shortwave
broadband (right-hand axis) radiative forcing corresponding to
Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. The MC (black) and ICA (gray) domain-mean spectral
albedo for the area-weighted cloudy regions only as a function of
aerosol concentration for (a) overhead sun and (b) a SZA of 60°
for the BOMEX simulations. Note the different scales in (a) and
(b). A surface albedo of 0.03 is still included.
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contribute. The decreasing cloud depth with Na will
contribute to a decreasing effective cloud area and may
help compensate radiatively for the increasing cloud
optical depth.

Figure 6 translates Fig. 5 into a top-of-domain spec-
tral and broadband cloud radiative forcing (CRF). The
increase in domain-mean cloud optical depth domi-
nates the net radiative effect leading to an increased
cooling. The changes in the broadband CRF for over-
head sun as a function of Na is about �8 W m�2 (100
cm�3)�1 for the first 100 cm�3 increase in Na decreasing
in magnitude to �1.7 W m�3 (100 cm�3)�1 for the last
1900 cm�3 change in Na. At the greater SZA the same
changes are slightly larger at �10 and �1.9 W m�2 (100
cm�3)�1 increase in Na, respectively. The 3DRT effects
reduce the absolute magnitude of the broadband fluxes
by approximately 10 W m�2 under overhead sun, a 20%
relative reduction, and increase it by approximately
16 W m�2 when the sun is closer to the horizon, an
approximate 20% relative increase.

The neglect of cloud fraction changes is illustrated in
Fig. 6 as CFFcld, where CF is the mean cloud fraction
from all simulations (22.7%) and Fcld is the radiative
forcing of only the cloudy pixels within each simulation.
The reduction in cloud fraction with increasing Na has
a significant impact, reducing the area-weighted CRF
under an overhead sun to approximately two-thirds
from what it otherwise would be for these simulations,
and by almost one-half at a solar zenith angle of 60°,
both estimated from the changes in the radiative forc-
ing between the cleanest and most polluted case. This
result could depend on how cloud is defined; if most of
the radiative forcing is from the optically thicker

clouds, the area-weighted radiative forcing may be less
sensitive to changes in cloud fraction (based on Fig. 1c).
A more comprehensive evaluation at the greater solar
zenith angle would also consider the effective cloud
area using the “tilted independent pixel approxima-
tion” (Várnai and Davies 1999).

b. Susceptibility

Susceptibility evaluations have typically been applied
analytically to overcast conditions (e.g., Feingold et al.
1997; Pincus and Baker 1994), relying on the two-
stream approximation So. For the broken cloud fields
evaluated within this study, the domain-mean suscepti-
bility will differ from the cloud-only susceptibility be-
cause the cloud fraction also varies with Na. We let
Adom � CFAcld denote the area-weighted cloud albedo,
so that

�Adom

�Nd
� CF̄

�Acld

�Nd
� Acld

�CF
�Nd

, �3�

with all other variables besides albedo and cloud frac-
tion held constant and overlines indicating mean values
from all five simulations. The results may be sensitive to
the definition of cloud fraction (e.g., Charlson et al.
2007; Koren et al. 2007); we only evaluate results de-
rived using a cloudy-column optical depth threshold of
0.001. The distinction between cloudy and clear sky is
also more subjective at lower sun angles, when cloud
sides also contribute to the effective cloud fraction seen
by the sun, and for this reason the discussion is limited
to the overhead sun case only. A susceptibility calcu-
lation requires that all other variables, in particular liq-
uid water content, be held constant. This is approxi-
mated here by selecting scenes with mean cloud liquid
water paths between 20 and 30 g m�2, and again be-
tween 30 and 40 g m�2. These thresholds were chosen
because they allowed a sizable (8–22) number of cloud
field realizations to participate from each Na value (see
also Fig. 1b).

The cloud susceptibilities, calculated directly from
the MC and ICA cloud albedos, and by applying the
more computationally efficient approximation So, cal-
culated using Eq. (2), to both MC and ICA values, are
shown in Fig. 7. The MC cloud susceptibilities are
slightly less than those calculated from the ICA albe-
dos, indicating that 3DRT effects tend to decrease the
sensitivity of the cloud albedo to changes in droplet
size. For the lower liquid water paths, the approxima-
tion So is clearly overestimating the actual cloud sus-
ceptibility, while for the higher liquid water paths, the
approximation is adequate. Figure 7 cautions against
applying So to clouds with low liquid water paths within

FIG. 6. The MC (black) and ICA (gray) 0.64-
m spectral (left-
hand axis) and broadband (right-hand axis) CRF corresponding
to Fig. 5. Dotted lines estimate the area-weighted CRF using the
mean cloud fraction of all the simulations. Note the different
scales for (a) and (b).
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pristine aerosol conditions. The figure also suggests
that for slightly thicker if broken clouds under an over-
head sun, if the cloudy pixels (and Nd) can be identified
successfully, that cloud susceptibilities estimated using
So can provide good approximations of the true cloud
susceptibility. At the larger solar zenith angle (not
shown), the agreement is poor under more pristine con-
ditions for both ranges of liquid water paths (where the
susceptibility estimate holds more interest). The effec-
tive cloud area experiencing direct solar radiation
needs to be considered within the susceptibility ap-
proximations to help improve the agreement at large
solar zenith angles.

Figure 8 shows the area-weighted cloud susceptibility
and the contribution of the two individual terms from
Eq. (3) for the same cloud field realizations partici-
pating in Fig. 7. This evaluates separately the first
(Twomey) aerosol indirect effect and the suscepti-
bility associated with cloud fraction changes, again un-
der an overhead sun. Both MC and ICA values are
shown; these differ the most at low Na values, with
negative values even possible for clouds with LWPs �
30 g m�2, and are approximately equal to each other at

Na � 100 cm�3. The highest area-weighted cloud sus-
ceptibility values now occur at intermediate (Na � 100–
500 cm�3) aerosol concentrations. This contradicts the
So prediction that cloud susceptibility is a maximum at
the lowest droplet numbers, and comes about because
the cloud fraction changes are also most pronounced at
low droplet (aerosol) concentrations.

4. Results for cumulus beneath stratocumulus:
ATEX simulations

The XFS07 simulations were constructed similarly to
the XF06 simulations and are loosely based on Atlantic
Trade Wind Experiment (ATEX) data. Simulations
performed at aerosol concentrations of Na � 25, 50,
100, 500 mg�1 are considered here. For simplicity, the
aerosol residing between the clouds were not included
in the radiative transfer calculations; this simplification
is also justified by the relatively high cloud fractions
(�70%). As might be expected based on Fig. 2, the
mean area-weighted cloudy albedo initially increases
almost linearly between Na � 25 and 100 mg�1 (Fig. 9).

FIG. 7. The MC (black) and ICA (gray) ensemble-mean cloud
susceptibility evaluated at 0.64 
m as a function of aerosol con-
centration for overhead sun, calculated using three-point differ-
encing except at the endpoints, where the two-point difference
from the neighboring value is shown. Black and gray dotted lines
indicate the susceptibility approximation So as applied to the MC
and ICA cloud albedos, respectively. Selected BOMEX scenes
have mean cloud LWPs between 30 and 40 g m�3.

FIG. 8. The MC (black) and ICA (gray) area-weighted cloud
susceptibility, evaluated at 0.64 
m, as a function of aerosol con-
centration for overhead sun. Dotted lines indicate the first term in
Eq. (3), which is the cloud susceptibility weighted by the mean
cloud fraction, and thin solid lines indicate the second term in
Eq. (3), which is the change in cloud fraction weighted by the
mean cloud susceptibility. Thick solid lines indicate the sum of
these two terms. Selected BOMEX cloud fields have mean cloud
LWPs between 30 and 40 g m�3.
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This increase reflects contributions from both the aero-
sol-induced increase in cloud optical depth (even as the
liquid water path decreases) as well as the increase in
cloud fraction. Increased aerosol loading beyond Na �
100 mg�1 has little impact upon the area-weighted
cloudy albedo, however, because of two opposing ef-
fects: the increase in cloud optical depth is balanced by
the decrease in (primarily stratiform) cloud fraction at
the highest Na. While 3DRT impacts are less for these
simulations than for the BOMEX simulations, they are
most pronounced at Na � 500 mg�1, which is when the
optical depths are highest and the cloud cover is more
broken.

The ATEX simulations do not lend themselves well
to a susceptibility assessment as the cloud LWPs vary
more strongly between the different aerosol concentra-
tions (Fig. 2b). Nevertheless, a gauge can be made from
the domain-mean albedo of cloud field realizations with
mean cloud LWPs between 55 and 65 g m�3 (Fig. 10);
approximately 15 such cloud field realizations exist
each at Na � 50, 100, 500 mg�1. The Twomey aerosol
indirect effect is apparent between Na � 100 and 500
mg�1, but the net radiative impact is reduced by the
reductions in cloud coverage from that due to the
Twomey effect alone (i.e., the difference in slope be-
tween the dotted and solid black lines). Between Na �
50 and 100 mg�1 the opposite is true, with the radiative
impacts from an increase in cloud coverage and the
Twomey effect acting in concert.

5. Summary and discussion

The radiative impact of aerosol–cloud interactions,
that is, the aerosol indirect effect, has been analyzed in

two studies that illustrate the effects of both the micro-
physical responses, and the cloud fraction/distribution
responses to changes in aerosol. Ultimately, it is the
radiative impact that determines which of the many
myriad aerosol effects on clouds is most important for
radiative forcing and climate.

For the XF06 simulations, consisting of fields of bro-
ken trade wind cumulus with a mean cloud fraction of
approximately 20% (depending on definition of cloud
fraction), increased aerosol loading is associated with
an increase in the domain-mean cloud optical depth
despite decreasing domain-mean liquid water path, and
the domain-mean cloudy albedo increases with Na. The
associated reduction in cloud coverage and cloud di-
mensions reduces the magnitude of the cooling by one-
third to one-half from that attributable to the increased
cloud optical depth alone (Fig. 6). This estimate is
based on a comparison of CFFcld to the actual radiative
forcing at each Na (Fig. 6) and may vary with how cloud
fraction is defined.

The XFS07 simulations of stratiform cloud overlying
cumulus have cloud fractions exceeding 70%. Aerosol
loading is also associated with increases in cloud-only
and domain-mean cloud optical depth despite large de-
creases in both the domain-mean and cloud liquid wa-
ter path (Fig. 2). The XFS07 simulations contain two
different scenarios, with differing effects on albedo: in
the first, the cloud fraction increases with increasing
aerosol and microphysical and macroscale responses
act in unison to enhance the albedo; while, within the
second, the responses counter one another in their im-

FIG. 9. The MC (black) and ICA (gray) domain-mean albedo
for the area-weighted cloudy regions only, as a function of aerosol
concentration for (a) overhead sun and (b) a SZA of 60° for the
ATEX simulations. Note the different scales in (a) and (b). Direct
aerosol radiative forcing is not included.

FIG. 10. The MC (black) and ICA (gray) domain-mean albedo
for the area-weighted cloudy regions only, as a function of aerosol
concentration for (a) overhead sun and (b) a SZA of 60° for the
ATEX simulations. The black dotted lines indicate a domain-
mean albedo estimate based on the mean cloud fraction of all the
contributing simulations. Only those simulations with mean cloud
LWPs between 55 and 65 g m�3 were selected. Note the different
scales in (a) and (b).
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pact on the albedo. For the latter, the domain-mean
cloudy albedo increased only slightly with aerosol load-
ing beyond Na � 100 mg�1 (Fig. 9), signifying a
strong impact from the reductions in cloud fraction at
higher Na.

In both the XF06 and XFS07 simulations, the reduc-
tions in cloud fraction, attributed to a positive evapo-
ration–entrainment feedback for the more polluted
cases and smaller drop sizes, reduce the albedo signifi-
cantly from that produced by the first or Twomey AIE
alone. It is likely that such reductions in cloud fraction
scale with cloud horizontal dimensions and cloud type.
Mixing is challenging to represent. In these binned mi-
crophysics imulations, the mixing is homogeneous
within the grid cell; that is, evaporation reduces the
droplet sizes, with complete evaporation also reducing
the total cloud droplet number concentration Nd. An
inhomogeneous mixing process, where evaporation re-
duces the total Nd but the droplet sizes stay constant,
will affect the radiation differently (e.g., Chosson et al.
2007). Larger-scale models require subgrid-scale mix-
ing parameterizations (e.g., Grabowski 2007) that re-
quire development. Nevertheless, this study suggests
that cloud parameterizations of the first AIE that do
not simultaneously attempt to consider the influence of
entrainment upon the cloud coverage, will produce er-
roneous estimates of the forcing attributable to aero-
sol–cloud interactions. The representation of these in-
herently small-scale processes poses significant chal-
lenges for climate models.

Our results contrast with those of McFarquhar et al.
(2004), who found that soot-polluted clouds had a
lower domain-mean cloud albedo than pristine clouds
because the reduced cloud coverage more than offset
the first AIE. The McFarquhar et al. (2004) study may
reflect greater evaporation as a consequence of the so-
lar absorption by soot or a weaker observed droplet
size response to the changes in soot concentration
(Heymsfield and McFarquhar 2001). Consistent with
McFarquhar et al. (2004), the study of Jiang and Fein-
gold (2006) showed that, in the case of absorbing aero-
sol, a nonmonotonic response of cloud optical depth to
increases in aerosol is possible, as a result of the op-
posing effects of the first AIE and solar absorption by
soot.

Three-dimensional radiative transfer effects were sig-
nificant for the fluxes calculated from the XF06 simu-
lations with their strongly broken cloud fields, altering
the fluxes by 10%–20% from values calculated at the
pixel level using plane-parallel radiative transfer theory
(the ICA). Similarly strong 3DRT effects have been
found within other modeling studies of broken shallow
cumulus cloud fields over land (Pincus et al. 2005). In

some observational studies, shallow tropical oceanic cu-
muli have been found to possess low cloud optical
depths that do not necessarily produce significant
3DRT effects (Benner and Evans 2001; Chambers et al.
1997b), but the XF06 cloud optical depths, ranging up
to 15 (Fig. 1d), are nevertheless representative of values
reported over the tropical island of Nauru (McFarlane
and Grabowski 2007). The 3DRT effects from cloud
field anisotropy could conceivably vary significantly
with Na (Hinkelman et al. 2007) but were not consid-
ered. The XFS07 simulations of more homogeneous
stratiform clouds did not demonstrate large 3DRT ef-
fects on their fluxes, consistent with other studies of this
cloud type (e.g., Barker 1996; Zuidema and Evans
1998).

The cloud susceptibility, or the change in albedo with
droplet concentration, was not strongly impacted by
3DRT effects under an overhead sun for the range of
cloud LWPs examined (20–30 and 30–40 g m�2) within
the XF06 simulations. A popular two-stream radiative
transfer approximation to the cloud susceptibility, So

[Eq. (2)], did not apply well to the lower LWP clouds
within pristine conditions, although it was found to
closely approximate the cloud susceptibility for these
clouds of small dimensions at the higher LWP (Fig. 7).
A more comprehensive assessment using a larger range
of solar zenith angles and taking the effective cloud
area into account should be done, but these preliminary
results suggest caution in applying the computationally
inexpensive So calculation to satellite reflectance data
such as from Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy
System (CERES). Cloud susceptibility assessments us-
ing satellite reflectances may still remain most useful
over (overcast) stratocumulus regions, where the adia-
batic assumption can be applied to estimate the droplet
number concentration Nd (e.g., Bennartz 2007).

Most previous modeling studies of cloud susceptibil-
ity have assumed overcast conditions; here we extended
the evaluation for the XF06 simulations to also consider
changes in cloud fraction. The contributions from cloud
susceptibility and cloud fraction changes to a “domain”
area-weighted cloud susceptibility were evaluated sepa-
rately. The area-weighted susceptibility showed a
strong sensitivity to the reductions in cloud fractions
with increasing Nd, particularly at low droplet (or aero-
sol) concentrations where the cloud fractions were also
changing the most rapidly. In the XF06 simulations, the
cloud fraction changes modified the domain suscepti-
bility such that the domain-mean albedo becomes most
sensitive to modification by aerosol at an intermediate
aerosol concentration, rather than under the cleanest
conditions as traditionally expected. While not a gen-
eral result, it does point to a potential nonmonotonicity
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in susceptibility in situations where cloud fraction
changes accompany aerosol-induced cloud albedo en-
hancements.

Large-eddy simulations (LES) possessing realistic
feedbacks are particularly valuable for radiative stud-
ies. They provide a more confident understanding of
the radiative field connection to the underlying cloud
properties than is often possible with observed or re-
trieved cloud properties (e.g., Lane et al. 2002; McFar-
lane and Evans 2004; Zuidema et al. 2003). These LES
simulations also help provide the bridge between dis-
crepancies in climate model estimations of AIE radia-
tive impacts and observed values. In this case, the abil-
ity of LES to resolve mixing (even as the details remain
contested), a process that cannot be resolved by larger-
scale models, coupled with a 3DRT calculation that is
sensitive to the cloud morphology resulting from the
mixing, allows for a unique assessment of a physical
radiative impact on climate.
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